Reading
Activities

LOOKING AFTER THE OCEAN

Level 4

1
a Look at pages 4–5. Read and write the correct words on the lines. The first one has been
done for you.
air

lay eggs

medicine

plastic

pollution

recycle

lay eggs
4 Something that makes you
1 Birds and other animals do this
				 feel better when you are ill
2 It is bad for the Earth
5 Bottles and bags are made
				 of this
3 To use something again

6 It is all around us

2
a Look at pages 6–9. Read and write some words on the lines.
and is always moving.

1 Ocean water moves up and down, it travels

ocean.

2 People use names for different parts of the ocean, but

goes into it.

3 The ocean is very important for the Earth’s weather because the heat

by moving the heat around it.

4 Ocean water helps different parts of the Earth

5 Seaweed and other ocean plants make oxygen, which is the part of the
6 People use

to live.

to make medicines and for food.

b Talk to a friend. Look at pages 10–11. Ask and answer the questions. The first one has been
done for you.
Which animal
is it?

The blue whale.

which / animal?
big / small?
have / bones?
lay / eggs?
what / eat?
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c Look at pages 12–13. Read and write the correct words on the lines.
for

are

also

The places where animals live are 1
very 2

called

these

slowly

habitats. Usually, animal habitats change

. It can take millions of years. Plants and animals 3

change slowly to live in these habitats. But people change 4
turtles 5
difficult 6

habitats quickly. Baby

born on the beach. But people have changed the turtles’ habitat. This is
the turtles.

3
a Work in small groups. Look at pages 16–21. Read the sentences. Write T (true) or F (false).
The first one has been done for you.
1 People don’t make a lot of noise in the ocean.

F

2 Noise pollution makes it difficult for ocean animals to find food or stay safe.
3 Clownfish make noises that tell other clownfish if something dangerous is near.
4 People help turtles by moving the eggs if they are too far from the water.
5 There are not many herring in the ocean today.
6 Humpback whales and orcas eat herrings.
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